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INTRODUCTION 
This Album is a selection of flight cadet ‘graduation photos’ taken between 1920 and 1939. Pre-war, there were two 
courses a year, each lasting two years, and containing a full academic, military and officer training syllabus. 


Each course was designated by a prefix (the month of entry) and a suffix (the last two digits of the year of entry). The first 
was F20 (February 1920) and the last, surprisingly, not S39 but A40 (April 1940); all Officer training at the College was 
suspended abruptly the day war broke out and those lucky candidates already selected for S39 were detached elsewhere 
(mostly 9 EFTS Ansty) for preliminary flying training before returning to the hastily formed SFTS at Cranwell as course A40. 
In the event, the SFTS formed its own course nomenclature, with trainees being selected as ‘u/t airmen’ and undergoing 
approximately 4½ months intermediate and advanced flying training with some assessment of officer potential. On 
successful completion of that training, sometimes including a detachment to a B&GT (Ballistics & Gunnery Training) school, 
the airmen would graduate as Pilot Officers or Sgt pilots ready for war.


Post-war, some of the airmen of the last few SFTS entries were invited to undertake formal officer training for approximately 
3 months. These courses were designated 45, 46 and 47 Entry of a re-established flight cadet training system, graduating 
in 1947. Thereafter, flight cadet entries were numbered sequentially until the final cadet course (101 Entry) graduated in 
March 1973.


The photos contained in this album are derived from the ‘Entries by Decade’ albums held elsewhere in the Cranwellian 
Historical Society (CHS) ‘virtual library’. Those albums contain Squadron Intake, Sports, Prize Winner and Graduation 
photos, some for a variety of reasons of poor quality. Here we have attempted to crop, edit and enhance the graduation 
photos to provide as legible quality as possible of the cadets who made the ‘life-changing’ commitment to serve their 
country in the RAF, the country’s most recently formed armed service with its inherent risks attached to the early, pioneering 
years of flight. 


During the two pre-war decades, some went on to excel as skilled airmen, meeting the challenges of long distance flights 
and air races such as the Schneider Trophy; others went on to full careers as senior military officers moulding the RAF into 
a strategic air power. Many were inevitably lost in flying accidents, died of natural causes or retired, but by 3 September 
1939 some 956 successful cadets from the pre-war officer training courses were still serving as officers in the RAF. 



1920 Intake

Right half

Left half

This photograph appears in the College Journal of 1920 as a fold-out

The First Intake of the RAF College, F20 comprised 67 cadets from the former RFC and RNAS



1922 Graduations



1923 Graduations



1924 Graduations



1925 Graduations



1926 Graduations



1927 Graduations



1928 Graduations



1929 Graduations



1930 Graduations



1931 Graduations



1932 Graduations



1933 Graduations



1934 Graduations



1935 Graduations

https://youtu.be/Qf3s6-BNDXc


1936 Graduations



1937 Graduations



1938 Graduations



1939 Graduation



Pre-War Cadets - VIP Gallery 

VC ACTION
Having already led his Blenheim bomber 
squadron on two successful attacks against the 
heavily defended Bizerta airfield in North Africa 
in late Nov 42, Malcolm displayed further 
outstanding courage leading a thirteen-strong 
Blenheim attack on an enemy fighter airfield 
near Chougui, Tunisia, on 4 Dec. On reaching 
the target, however, and starting the attack, the 
squadron was intercepted by an overwhelming 
force of enemy fighters from I and II Gruppen 
JG 53, and 11 Staffel, JG 2. One by one all his 
bombers were shot down, until Malcolm himself 
was shot down in flames.

Wing Commander
Hugh Gordon MALCOLM
Officer Commanding18 Sqn

(b. 02/05/1917 Dundee, Scotland. 
d. 04/12/1942 Chougui, Tunisia.)

Wing Commander
Laurence Frank SINCLAIR

110 Sqn
(b. 13/06/1908 Frinton on Sea, Essex.

 d. 14/05/2002 Oxfordshire.)

GC ACTION
On 30 Sep 40, a Blenheim bomber was taking 
off from RAF Wattisham when one engine cut 
out and the bomber crashed in flames. Sinclair 
immediately went to the scene to help, but two 
250lb bombs exploded before he reached it. 
Undeterred, and knowing full well that there were 
two more 250lb bombs on board, he pressed on 
and dashed into the burning wreck. 

Of the three crew he was able to drag out the air 
gunner, Sergeant Walters, and take him to an 
ambulance. Unfortunately he died from his 
injuries. The pilot, Sergeant J Merrett was killed. 

The navigator, Sergeant Byron, survived but 
Sinclair did not discover this for 50 years.

Squadron Leader
John Noel DOWLAND-RYAN

69 Sqn
(b. 06/11/1914 Lewisham.

d. 13/01/1942 Malta.)

GC ACTION
On 11 Feb 40, the SS Kildare was hit by two 
bombs. One exploded in the grain cargo, which 
shifted, causing the ship to list heavily; the 
other lodged in the after deck cabin, but did not 
explode. The ship limped into Immingham 
Dock. Dowland-Ryan, with Armament Instructor 
Leonard Harrison GC, fitted a voltmeter to drain 
the electric charge. The locking rings were 
removed and the defused bomb was lowered 
into a truck for further examination.

In Jun 40, Dowland-Ryan performed a similar 
feat of bravery with the same efficiency and 
promptitude on board a trawler.

He was killed in action near Malta in 1942.


